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as he is legitimate or illegitimate,1 and the domicil of choice, which
every person of full age is free to acquire in substitution for
that which he at present possesses. This distinction relates
merely to the acquisition and loss of domicil, not to its effects.
Despite the warning of Sir George Tessel that an absolute:
definition is impossible,2 it is nevertheless essential to ascertain of 'domicl1'
what English law understands by domicil. Since the most
important matters that fall within its province relate to the
family, it would seem almost axiomatic that the crucial factor
in determining its location should be the place where a man's
home is established.
'By domicil', said Lord Cranworth in 1858, 'we mean home, the
permanent home, and if you do not understand your permanent home
Pm afraid that no illustrations drawn from foreign writers will very
much help you to it.'3
Indeed, it may be said that the earlier English judges were Former
content to equate domicil with home in the sense in which the joclrheof
man in the street, untroubled by legal subtleties, would under- equivalence
r stand that word. Just over a hundred years ago, Kindersley ^4 home
J£-£, propounded a definition that for facile comprehension
and application it would be 'difficult to better.
'That place is properly the domicil of a person in which he has
voluntarily fixed the habitation of himself and his family, not for a mere
special and temporary purpose, but with a present intention of making
it his permanent home, unless and until something (which is unexpected
or the happening of which is uncertain) shall occur to induce him to
adopt some other permanent home.'*
This short statement stresses the familiar features of a man's
permanent home, if that term is used in its popular sense. It
must be the result of a voluntary choice, it must not be tran-
sient, and the mere fact that the propositus is prepared to move
to a different country on some future contingency, such as his
succession to a family estate, does not render it impermanent.
His conjectures as to what he will do if this or that happens are
ruled out as irrelevant.
1	Infra, p. 189.
2	Doucetv. Geoghegan (1878), L.R. 9 Ch.D. 441,456.
3	Whicker-v. Hume (1858), 7 HX.C. 124,160.
4	Lori v, Colvin (1859), 4 Drew. 366, 376. Cp. Phillimore's definition,
Commentaries on Private International Law or Comity, iv. 43: *a residence at a
particular place, accompanied with positive or presumptive proof of continuing
it for an unlimited time*.

